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THE UNKNOWN; THE UNEXPECTED AND
HIDDEN IN BARCELONA
“I have lived here for more than a year and never knew
this place existed“
This frase bounced in our head as we walked out of
Sants Station in search of those hidden gardens that
nobody knew about.
At a ten minute walk in a straight line from the Sants
central station a structure for shade announces the
entrance to the new Barcelona highline, or so is its intention, badly managed as till now it had never caught
our attention and directed us to the green area that
lies behind. In consequence we realised that what we
understood as an error of the project had actually managed to create a private green area for those who
lived long term in the neighbourhood and away from
the stray tourist or recent visitors. In a neighbourhood
where green areas are extremely scarce this seemed
very positive.
The new highline built in the Sants district of Barcelona
was projected by architects Sergi Godia and Ana Molino and built in 2016, an elevated structure where an
organic shaped planted topography brakes the linear
character of the area emphasizing the idea of nature
in the city.
The place caught our attention and we realised that it
was unconsciously reaching its goal making us feel far
away from the city in an oasis of green.It was clearly an
agreable place to be in.
As we advanced along the high line our positive impresion changed. Different contradictions appeared along
the way and started to distort our perception of the
place .Why were the materials so different? We started
counting, 5 elevators and 2 adapted ramps, complemented by 3 stairs and 4 escalators to conect the roof
level to street level, we stopped looking at the organic
green landscape overwhelmed by the clutter of this catalogue of different vertical connecting solutions . Was
there not another way of connecting the project to the
street level? How was it connected to the rest of the
city?Why was the east side so different from the west?
They were, for sure, a result of an overlap of different
perceptions, projects and ideas. But why?
Eventhough, it is hard not no notice that there are several things that dont match in the place it seems like
they had avoided seeing them.... and with this in mind
we started to investigate what these contradictions
responded to. What was the story behind this project?
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THE BIG CHANGE IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
For decades 8 train tracks have crossed and divided
the neighbourhood into two practically incommunicated parts, creating the consequent urban dysfunctions,
in terms of noise pollution and degradation of its environment.
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In 2002, after the AVE appeared, the city administration decided to start the urban renewal project of the
Sants railway corridor. Having ruled out the option of
burying the railway corridor, due to technical and economic problems, its confinement was proposed inside
a light and transparent box in a good part of the layout.
Or so was the intention of the architects .The end result
however is a huge concrete structure.
Unfortunately, this “solution“ (which completely solves
noise pollution) brought and increased other problems,
such as the disconnection between the two sides of
the project. Because of this, it was necessary to come
up with another proposal, to transform its roof into a
long elevated and landscaped walkway of 800 meters
length, which is expected to continue in the future in
the neighbouring municipalities: Hospitalet, Esplugues
and Cornellá, giving rise to a “green corridor” of 5 km
length.
In short, the main aim was not to design the highline itself , it emerged as a solution to this monumental
structure,which was in itself a consequence of solving
another problem the noise from the train tracks. So we
could say that this project ended up as a final layer of a
overlap of different “solutions“.
More than 10 years of construction, had to pass for this
project to be finally built. Sadly, some of the local shops
and stores closed while some others strugled and are
succesfuly still open.

building to their surroundings, allowing the vegetated
landscape to spill into the side streets while supporting
pedestrian ramps that give a “natural” access to the
roof.
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YES BUT - BETTER IS NOT ENOUGH
In our interview to Juan (fictional name), a bar tender
from the west side of the actual project, he said trains
used to pass a meter away from his front door , he has
no doubts, “before it was hell“, the noise was terrible
and the situation was unlivable. He is gratefull for the
change, the west side (his side) of the project is completed leaving an ample boulevard for his bussiness to
flurish His only complaint is towards the time they took
to build the project.
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The roof of the building is elevated compared to the
surrounding streets between 4 and 12 meters and,
consequently, its gardens become a viewpoint over
the city. In the project ( and not yet realized) two large
green slopes connect different acceses of the street to
the roof. The intention is that these slopes “anchor” the

Once we had managed to cross under the train box to
the east side of the project we realize that the feeling
on this side is very diferent to its western partner, we
aknowledge that the project is not yet completed but
it seems that the contact between the project and the
nearby buildings is nowhere near the ample boulevard
that our bar tender Juan was so happy with. At various
points the space between the train box and the nearby
facades is no larger than 1.5 meteres, the 12 meters
high concrete structure walls impose their height in the
middle of the city and where the city opens out leaving
the posibility to offer a new open public space it is invaded by a green slope that is to inclined to accept any
posible use.
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On the other side, Manuel ( bar tender number two)
from the east side of the project, explains how he was
born in the flat just on top of his bar , a corner bar in a
big square at the foot of and invaded by one of these
anchor slopes. Once again he mentions the inmense
problem they had fifty years ago with the noise , trains would whistle next to the corner he lived in as they
crossed a wratling wooden bridge announcing the
central station of their arrival. “Its better than before but
its not enough“ he said.
Although these elevated gardens had only 800 meters
lenght, there are different external elements and situations affecting the perception of the place. In spite of
this, the dynamic and distribution of the areas did not
change in the project as they should have done.

MORE THAN JUST A HIGH LINE
As it seems one of the main goals of this project was to
connect the two sides of the neighbourhood that untill
now had been separated by an inmense train infrastructure an open wound in the city that divided it in two,
for technical and budget reasons this was imposible .
There are many ways to cross this high line, some accesses let us enjoy this promenade by passing from the
street level going up and being able to see all the green
area walking around and then going down again. The
other ones, at the street level, define the points of connection between the west and east sides of the box.
Nevertheless, they are only used as spaces of quick
and fast crossing, leaving in consequence a lack of activity inside these passages, a great failure and one of
the reasons why this disconnection persists.
As a counterpoint to this, in the project of the Couleé
Verte high line on the old train tracks over the Viaduct
de Les Arts near the Bastille in Paris, the amount of
stores and shops under this park allows and increases
the amount of activities that enhance the quality of the
place and its surroundings due to the social interaction.
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Aknowledging that the situation is different to that
In Sants’s gardens, in the two passages we found, it
could have been someting like in the Couleé Verte generating more than just a crossing . A Passage with
some bars, shops that could provoque this needed
and lost interaction.
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The Couleé Verte in Paris, was concieved to enhance
and remember the history of the place as many other
projects such as the New York’s high line, but in the
case of the Sants’s gardens they just wanted (as we
already mentioned) to solve and cover overlaping one
problem to another.
Could it have been solved another way? We think it
certainly could.

Knowing these elevated gardens are part of a bigger
project we could understand the limits of the place as
a project that is waiting to expand and enlarge as a
consequence of several restrictions coming from the
different districts it has to cross. And that give the feeling of a badly finalized project if you are not conscious
of the final goal.
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SMALL PART OF A BIGGER PLAN
After analizing the project and aknowledging that there
is room for improvement
as to how the project was approached and resolved,
we search for abroader vision , a zoom out from this
project leads us to understand that this is a first stage of a larger scale project that will generate a great
ecological corridor. The final claim of the whole project,
is to create a long green conector beginning with this
small piece and continuing through the municipalities of
Hospitalet until arriving at El Prat de Llobregat; as part
of the system of ecological corridors located in Barcelona.
We came across situations such as the abrupt way in
which the park ends with a final untreated edge that
looks on to the existing train tracks and recognizing
that this is only a pause in the great development that
will come.
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